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Abstract: In the film Kaafiron Ki Namaaz (2013), writer and director Ram Ramesh Sharma embedded the postmodern aesthetics 

of stage in the socio-political context of Kashmir, India. Through the cinematic mise-en-scene, this paper aims to connect how the 

film naturalized the philosophy of absurd theatre and adapts particular stylistics from Samuel Beckett's Waiting for Godot and 

Harold Pinter's The Birthday Party. This critical analysis of hermeneutic adaptation reveals the process of incorporation of new 

images in the ‘new original’ intending to naturalize the source text. Like Plato’s Cave theory, mentioned by the French film theorist 

Jean-Louis Baudry, the transcultural newborn appears with new images from the home ground of the target audience. The paper 

also connects theorist Andre Bazin’s insights on the ontology of cinema as a new dimension to adaptation while explaining Geroge 

Steiner’s four stages of translation in ‘The Hermeneutic Motion’: trust, aggression, incorporation, and restitution. Through an 

inductive qualitative approach, this empirical research points out a new theoretical perspective to explain the adaptation process 

and how text on-screen achieves a new body in this film's cinematic transcultural afterlife.            

 

Index Terms: Adaptation, Kaafiron Ki Namaaz, Absurd Theatre, Cinema, The Hermeneutic Motion, New Original, 

Transculturalism 

 

 
I. INTRODUCTION  

Ram Ramesh Sharma's Kaafiron Ki Namaaz exemplifies the postmodern theatrical aesthetics in the movie. It can be labeled as an 

adaptation of Absurd Theatre; precisely, plays like Waiting for Godot and The Birthday Party are entwined in characterization, 

dialogue delivery, and narrative technique of Kaafiron Ki Namaaz.   

Based on the political uncertainties and never-ending circular absurd power struggle in Kashmir, India, the film is centered around 

a duo’s interaction through an interview: between a journalist (mentioned here as the Writer) and a court-martialed army commander 

(mentioned here as The Army Man). Through confessions of their most private secrets to one another on a wet Christmas Eve, a 

dramatic conversation appears on the surface, but deep layers surprises how they switch roles like Gogo and Didi in Waiting for 

Godot, and Goldberg and McCann in The Birthday Party. The way director Sharma intensified his foil characters: the Army Man 

and the Writer, through various activities in one setting, Sisyphian meaninglessness was put into practice throughout the film to 

break the boundaries of grand narratives. The whole story was narrated by a third person who was seen in the film as a cameraman 

recording the interview. Therefore, Lyotard’s dissent to metanarratives and Roland Barthes’ “The Death of an Author” are explicitly 

theorized in this film. The narrator in this film only delivered information that happened; nothing beyond, nothing before, or nothing 

after was suggested or confirmed. Mult-narrative style is perceived as marginal beliefs getting voices by taking the center far away 

from the stereotypical standardized morals and power.  

The lack of the character’s history from the author’s point of view advanced the plot and decentralized it as the film is not narrated 

by any ‘creator’ but rather a sense of ‘nobody’ is narrating the story is put into effect. Such Bakhtianian decrowning connected 

various dots in the same thread: firstly, with the philosophy of meaninglessness mentioned in the Myth of Sisyphus by Albert Camus; 

secondly, Stanley’s interrogation scene in The Birthday Party and his inability to speak as the climax of the play; and finally the 

mere blabbering of Lucky in Waiting for Godot–all these bridge cinematic stylistics of Kaafiron Ki Namaaz.   

Not only Sisyphian absurdity, but also the Comedy of Menace is adapted in this film. Signifier and signified bond fail, and question-

answer turns out from hilarious to violent. Like the Pinteresque approach, the film too plays with pregnant pauses. Moreover, in 

Waiting for Godot, Estragon struggles with his boots, and the Army Man and the Writer struggle with the gun. It seems to be used 
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as comic relief but later turns into a weapon of murder in the film's climactic scene. Confusion triggers chaos in Kaafiron Ki 

Namaaz.  

In The Birthday Party, McCann and Goldberg interrogate Stanley. The Writer character in the film cross-examines the Army Man 

for his non-conformist ideologies. In Beckett's Waiting for Godot, Estragon and Vladimir wait for nothing, for infinity; in Pinter's 

The Birthday Party, Stanley is seized to exist by McCann and Goldberg; in Sharma's Kaafiron Ki Namaaz, the Army Man and the 

Writer end up dying for nothing— the plot reaches anywhere like a Sisyphian act of punishment. The unpredictability of the 

conversation exposes a postmodern style where nothing seems scripted, and the characters develop as if without any control of the 

screen writer.  

However, this paper examines the methodology of such adaptation from Becket’s and Pinter’s style that can be diagnosed by George 

Steiner’s ‘The Hermeneutic Motion’ where he talks about four translation stages: a) trust, b) aggression, c) incorporation, and d) 

restitution. This paper aims to reveal a new style of transcultural adaptation method with the help of Steiner's four stages through 

diagnostic inductive qualitative analysis. This new pastiche method opens various dimensions and discourses in the discipline of 

adaptation theories. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Film adaptation theorists generally focus on a novel to film adaptation within the same sociopolitical context and language. There 

are also critical studies on the cultural journey; for instance, Shakespeare’s Hamlet was transculturally adapted into Haider, also 

set in Kashmir’s political conflict. In A Theory of Adaptation, Linda Hutcheon states that personal and political purposes cannot be 

ignored to recreate a story for a targeted audience of a particular community or region. She adds that to portray both "interest and 

importance," political or personal views get along in a parallel journey (95). Therefore, to impose subjective cultural authority in 

literary or cinematic arts, “aggression” (Venuti 186), one of the stages of translation coined by George Steiner, is perceived.  Indeed, 

“incorporation” (Venuti 186) brings the source text into the target text’s home ground while transcreating a text from page to screen. 

For cinematic arts purposes, particular “ennoblement” or “shift,” as Antoine Berman mentioned, is a must in the new media to 

maintain the “aesthetic function (Venuti 284-297).” In addition, Linda Hutcheon suggests that "transcultural adaptation" constantly 

evolves into something new for the global audience (96). An adaptation does not represent the past but the present. Therefore, 

“restitution” is needed to make the text global as well as contemporary rather than a product of the past (Venuti 190). According to 

George Steiner, ‘restitution’ creates harmony in the translated product, removing any “scur” during translation or adaptation. 

Theorist George Steiner explains that the translator's first task is to be a part of the source text by knowing its background, history, 

culture, and language. This first stage is 'trust'; aggression is the second part of breaking the structure and reforming the text by 

attacking the original body as if the translation process is a battlefield (ibid) (Venuti 186). The third stage is incorporating new 

words to eliminate the ruins that just occurred in the ‘aggression’ phase. Finally, the fourth stage is restitution, also known as the 

naturalization of a text. The final retouch makes “compensation” for something new (Venuti 190). Thus, the similar theories used 

for translation from one language to another, this paper connects as a contemporary discourse in adaptation theories which earlier 

were theorized on the frameworks of text to image or novel to film adaptation.  

Diana Taylor states in the article “Transculturating Transculturation” that in transculturation, the represented culture does not 

coincide in a symbiotic relationship because the original has been changed to define a new cultural environment. The "symbols, 

discourse, and ideology" are altered for a new spectator (Taylor 91). Simone Murray discusses in “Materializing Adaptation Theory: 

The Adaptation Industry” the brief history of adaptation studies in literature and visual media. But to bridge translation theories 

into adaptation is a rare framework to practice. 

Whether language or character blocking, the film Kaafion Ki Namaaz is a mirror image of absurd theatrical techniques that this 

paper critically analyzes with translation studies theory by George Steiner. For example, according to Taylor Steinbeck in 

“Weaponized Words How Pinter’s Questions Drive Drama,” language has been used to determine the impact of the story questions 

that “reveal,” “control,” “evade,” “surprise,” and answer, which helps to drive the absurd drama forward (21-24). Words are 

weaponized to strike fear in reality and can also be used as a “shield” (Steinbeck 23). In The Birthday Party, confusion is triggered 

by questions, and truth stands still for a moment. Questions have been used as the “dramatic device” (Steinbeck 21). Pinter included 

“questions to generate suspense, divert with comedy, and incite conflict” between the characters (Steinbeck 21). Language is no 

longer a tool for communication but a means of “terrorizing” and creating suspense among the audience in an absurd drama. Such 

“linguistic violence” is present even in silence or pause scenes in the film Kaafiron Ki Namaaz.  

About existential crises or transcendentalism in Sisyphus's life, the play Waiting for Godot incorporated its idiosyncratic paradigm 

without mentioning the story of Sisyphus. As Albert Camus’ Myth of Sisyphus is adapted by Beckett in his own style, the film is no 

exception. About Waiting for Godot, Michael Y. Bennett states in Reassessing the Theatre of the Absurd: Camus, Beckett, Ionesco, 

Genet, and Pinter that the struggles surrounding and understanding the true meaning of waiting are all about living in a “nothing” 

world (27). Characters remain in a circular motion, and time seems frozen. The play signifies “metaphysical anguish at the absurdity 

of the human condition” of life. The consciousness in life, “waiting for something that did or does not exist, or at least does not 

affect anything in the world,” is the summarization of enigmatic life (Bennett 50). Waiting for ‘nothing’ is a struggle in a world 

that delays for nobody. Everything moves forward except for time and the characters in the play. The reading of Waiting for Godot 

is a “contemplation of the paradox of hope” (Bennett 35). The film Kaafiron Ki Namaaz also deals with synonymous paradoxes 

and consciousness within the socio-political conflict explicitly evident in Kashmir, India. This homogeneity proposes a new idea 

of adaptation theory in four stages of translation by George Steiner. 

Martin Esslin states in  The Theatre of the Absurd that an author's life is always reflected in his writings. Though Waiting for Godot 

does not tell the story, it observes a "static" motion of a situation. No savior can save the characters in the drama. And so in Kaafiron 

Ki Namaaz, as well as in Kashmir. The hope of getting a savior perhaps turns into a literal myth, and the never-ending Sisyphian 

struggle continues. The stories told by Beckett are “dramatic statements of the human situation,” and so is evident in Kaafiron Ki 

Namaaz (Esslin 72). 

Film theorist Andre Bazin shares in What Is Cinema? that “aesthetic barbarity” is not appreciated in montage scenes if it's an 

alienated or unnatural metaphor (21). Similarly, when one language takes the form of another language, cultural tools and colloquial 

idioms can take shape beyond the literal translation. That happens when film director Ram Ramesh Sharma contemporizes absurd 
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theatrical techniques. Another film theorist, Jean-Louis Baudry, and Alan Williams critically discuss in “Ideological Effects of the 

Basic Cinematographic Apparatus”  how the camera naturalizes the projection, which might be a false projection or illusion, as 

they referred to Plato’s Cave Theory and “objective reality” (43). However, that double projection—whether linguistic or technical 

stylistic—establishes how cinematic adaptations are one sort of visual translation. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY  

This empirical research makes inferences through qualitative inductive reasoning by explaining how a cinematic adaptation can be 

from multiple texts of different media. George Steiner’s ‘The Hermeneutic Motion’ theory, which is only used for language 

translation methods, can also be used in cinematic adaptation discourse.   

This paper observes the postmodern theatrical aesthetics portrayed by cinematic technical features where characterization, plot 

structures, and dialogue style in the film can be scrutinized by the four stages of hermeneutic motion of translation: trust, aggression, 

incorporation, and restitution. 

The appendix is attached, where snapshots from the film help the readers visualize the symmetric connections in its transculturation. 

The research findings are arguments proved with theoretical implications. The scope of this study is expandable by bridging the 

other translation theories with cinematic adaptations, for instance, Walter Benjamin’s ‘The Task of the Translator’ or Peter 

Newmark’s A Textbook of Translation in the discipline of visual adaptation.   

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

According to George Steiner, the four stages of a natural translation transfer the soul from one body to another without injury. In 

addition, theorist Walter Benjamin mentions ‘kinship of languages’ where infidelity in translation can happen in the ‘afterlife’ of 

the source text while becoming the ‘new original’ (Venuti 20).  

Stage 1: Trust 

The first stage is called ‘Trust’ in the theory of ‘The Hermeneutic Motion,’ where the naturalization process of the target language 

occurs. For instance, in the film, Kaafiron Ki Namaaz, the ambiance, and environmental montage, like the mirror image of the clock 

in the first shot (Appendix A, figure 1, 2, 3), pave the way to make the film look ‘original.’ The initial shots when violent conflict 

where an army officer was being beaten by the mass people in Kashmir (Appendix A, figure 4), kids staring at the scenario from 

their windows (Appendix A, figure 5), and animal imageries being chopped and butchered (Appendix A, figure 6), with a static 

gloomy silence in the tone of the first few sequences, clearly settle the plot as an Indian socio-political narrative.  The socio-cultural 

and political motifs in the film work as proof of coherent imageries that establishes the adaptation as a new original. As George 

Steiner puts it in ‘The Hermeneutic Motion’: “..the donation of trust remains ontologically spontaneous and anticipates proof, often 

by a long, arduous gap... As he sets out, the translator must gamble on the coherence, on the symbolic plenitude of the world.” 

(Venuti 187)  

The first scene in the film between the Writer and the Army Officer connects several sexual connotations perceived in Samuel 

Beckett’s: “This one is enough for you? ( Silence. ) It's not nice of you, Didi. Who am I to tell my private nightmares to if I can't 

tell them to you?” (Beckett 28). Similar references in the film are: 

The Army Man: “I hate Gandhi, but I love Zeenat Aman (14:53 mins) 

The Army Man: [Referring to the dead woman] “That was the first time I truly made love to a woman” (56:28 mins) 

Stage 2: Aggression 

In the ‘aggression’ stage, George Steiner’s analogy is a battlefield where one attacks the other’s land or territory and ruins everything 

that comes in the way, intending to own the land. “The second move of the translator is incursive and extractive,” says Steiner 

(Venuti 188). The conversation scene in Act 1 in the play The Birthday Party where Meg says, “I like listening to the piano. I used 

to like watching Stanley play the piano.” (Pinter 11) explicitly connects with the Army officer and the Writer’s conversations when 

the Army officer says he was punished in high school for not remembering the national anthem. Furthermore, in the second of the 

play, when McCann replies, “Who do you think you are?” in response to Goldberg’s interrogation, “Who does he think he is?” 

Then Stanley responds, “You’re on the wrong horse,” which leads to “my feet hurt,” certainly being invaded and brought home by 

the filmmaker in Kaafiron Ki Namaaz (Pinter 24). While deciding on the technical stylistics of dialogue play, the director Sharma 

stripped the layers but brought the text home with complete effectiveness. George Steiner adds in his theory: 

“Comprehension, as its etymology shows, “comprehends” not only cognitively but by encirclement and ingestion. In the event of 

interlingual translation, this manoeuvre of comprehension is explicitly invasive and exhaustive. Saint Jerome uses his famous image 

of meaning brought home captive by the translator. We “break” a code: decipherment is dissective, leaving the shell smashed and 

the vital layers stripped. Every schoolchild, but also the eminent translator, will note the shift in substantial presence which follows 

on a protracted or difficult exercise in translation: the text in the other language has become almost materially thinner, the light 

seems to pass unhindered through its loosened fibres…The translator invades, extracts, and brings home.” (188) 

In the second art, when the chaos takes place in The Birthday Party, McCann “takes off the scarf” and says to Stanley, “I’ll take 

your glasses,” blindfolds Stanley and snaps “the frames,” and Meg screams, “MEG. Why has the light gone out?”: “MCCANN 

finds the torch on the floor, shines it on the table, and STANLEY. LULU is lying spread-eagled on the table, STANLEY bent over 

her. STANLEY, as soon as the torchlight hits him, begins to giggle. GOLDBERG and MCCANN move towards him. He backs, 

giggling, the torch on his face. They follow him upstage, left. He backs against the hatch, giggling. The torch draws closer. His 

giggle rises and grows as he flattens himself against the wall. Their figures converge upon him.” (Pinter 31) 

This curtain-falling scene can be diagnosed to connect with the end scene of the film Kaafiron Ki Namaaz which equally turns into 

tragedy from comedy. It was stylistically dissected and deciphered, as George Steiner’s theory asserts, but brought home with the 

effect of ‘naturalization.’  However, the film also extracted cultural elements and replaced carrots with biscuits. Vladimir says, “Do 

you want a carrot?... I might have some turnips. And Estragon asks for it “Give me a carrot. ” (Beckett 45) In the film, its replaced 

with biscuits and tea.  

Responding to past incidents and memoirs are significant tools in both the absurd plays and so in the film. The film talks about both 

the characters’ dialogues as reminiscing old days–of joys and sorrow–at the beginning about the Army Man, and from 1:24:06, the 
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film advances to interrogate the journalist–The Writer. They switch their chairs even naturally after the beard-shaving sequence. 

Similarly, Gogo and Didi switch roles from Act 1 to Act 2.     

Stage 3: Incorporation 

While breaking the code, even in adaptation or pastiche, cinematic treatment like montage and mise-en-scene take place where 

Meg’s playfulness in The Birthday Party, Gogo-Didi’s struggle with the shoes or the tree, Lucky’s silence or blabbering are invaded 

and extracted. However, new images are incorporated to compensate, which is called domestication of translation by George 

Steiner:  

“But whatever the degree of “naturalization” the act of importation can potentially dislocate or relocate the whole of the native 

structure…The dialectic of embodiment entails the possibility that we may be consumed. This dialectic can be seen at the level of 

individual sensibility. Acts of translation add to our means; we come to incarnate alternative energies and resources of feeling. But 

we may be mastered and made lame by what we have imported. There are translators in whom the vein of personal, original creation 

goes dry.” (188) 

In the film Kaafiron Ki Namaaz, the radio is a vital prop (Appendix B, figure 1) incorporated by the director. The next significant 

prop could be the window montage (Appendix B, figure 2). In the action montage, the shaving scene (Appendix B, figure 3), the 

sudden role-switching where the Army officer interrogates the journalist who out of the blue starts smoking. In contrast, he 

established in the beginning that he hates smoking (Appendix B, figure 4), and the gun turns the plot in a different direction from 

being useless to a helpful tool (Appendix B, figure 5). There are two groundbreaking narrative techniques: one is the whole film is 

filmed by the journalist’s cameraman (Appendix B, figure 6), who is the only survivor of the tragedy that happens in that house; 

another is the animation film that the journalist watches that makes him connect the past of the Army officer–his childhood tragedies 

(Appendix B, figure 7) getting to know the tragic childhood incidents of the Army office through animation film within the film 

(Appendix B, figure 6). Such reincarnation of new imageries makes the adapted or transcreated visual a ‘new original,’ though 

theoretical ‘infidelity’ might be a requirement to perform such actions.  

At times, the Army Man seems like Pozzo–dominating, whereas, at times, he is the Lucky–blabbering ‘nothing.’ Furthermore, 

throughout the film, the duo plays the postmodern question-answer roles, as seen when the boy enters in the drama Waiting for 

Godot: ‘Words, words. (Pause.) Speak,” says Vladimir (Beckett 142)  

Stage 4: Restitution  

This stage is crucial as it bridges the gap formed by the earlier stages: aggression and incorporation. The scurs to be polished and 

diminished are expected in this final stage of translation, which can be adapted to text to visual adaptation. To cover up the 

“dimension of loss, of breakage” (Venuti 189), to balance the “unbalance” all those montages and imageries that the translator has 

“padded, embroidered,” must “cut out awkward corners” to establish a sense of spontaneity in the final product: “There has been 

an outflow of energy from the source and an inflow into the receptor altering both and altering the harmonics of the whole system” 

(Venuti 190). 

The final stage, restitution, makes the adapted or page-to-screen adapted text faithful through infidelity that happened in the earlier 

three stages. That might sound like a paradox; however, there George Steiner claims:  

“Fidelity is not literalism or any technical device for rendering “spirit.” The whole formulation, as we have found it over and over 

again in discussions of translation, is hopelessly vague. The translator, the exegetist, the reader is faithful to his text, and makes his 

response responsible, only when he endeavors to restore the balance of forces, of integral presence, which his appropriative 

comprehension has disrupted.… By virtue of tact, and tact intensified is moral vision, the translator-interpreter creates a condition 

of significant exchange. The arrows of meaning, of cultural, psychological benefaction, move both ways. There is, ideally, an 

exchange without loss. In this respect, translation can be pictured as a negation of entropy; order is preserved at both ends of the 

cycle, source, and receptor. (190) 

The four stages of translation explained by George Steiner: a) trust, b) aggression, c) incorporation, and d) restitution, belong to the 

discipline of translation: a literary journey of one language to another language. However, it becomes complicated when not only 

language transforms but also the media: page-to-screen translation. The implication of this theory in this film reflects how it opens 

a new dimension of discourse in the discipline of adaptation.  
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